
Priceless Baby 1831 

Chapter 1831: Was Simply Too Smart! 

Huo Sanyan parked the car in front of the villa and got out. She removed her sunglasses and then took 

big steps into the villa. 

She saw a woman's high-heels immediately after she entered. It wasn't left here by her so it definitely 

belonged to Ning Luoxiao! 

Huo Sanyan walked in with a dark expression on her face. She scanned the huge living room and didn't 

see anyone. 

However, she heard a woman's laughter coming from inside. She followed the sound and finally found 

two people in the kitchen. 

Ye Xun wore an apron and was cooking. Ning Luoxiao was chatting with him at the side. The chemistry 

between them made people feel as though they were a passionate couple who had known each other 

for a long time. 

Hah. He brought another woman back here right after she left. 

It seemed that he might've become close with Ning Luoxiao in the past under her nose. 

Whenever Huo Sanyan thought about how Ye Xun was also with another woman while he was still with 

her, her heart would start to bleed. 

An aching feeling flooded her heart and it made her want to cry. 

However, she could not cry right now! 

If she cried, it would only make them feel more pleased! 

That's why Huo Sanyan endured the pain and adjusted her emotions. She intentionally coughed twice to 

let them know she was there. 

The man and the woman in the kitchen turned their heads when they heard coughing and saw Huo 

Sanyan. 

Ning Luoxiao showed a surprised smile. “Oh! Isn't it President Huo? What brings you here?” 

Huo Sanyan ignored Ning Luoxiao and kept on staring at Ye Xun. Ye Xun stopped what he was doing with 

his hand and asked in shock, “Why are you here?” 

Very good! He was the one who spoke first. If she spoke to him, she would be a bitch! 

Huo Sanyan felt at ease and said, “I came… to get my things!” 

This was a very good excuse! 

Her things fell when they were breaking up and she didn't even take some of them. Coming to get her 

things right now was a good and logical excuse. There was no way he would be able to say anything 

about it! 



“Your things are upstairs in your original room,” Ye Xun reminded her and then asked, “Do you need me 

to help you bring them down?” 

“No need. I will get them myself. You guys do as you please.” 

Huo Sanyan cast a glance at the two of them and then turned around to go upstairs. 

After she left, Ning Luoxiao looked at Ye Xun and asked, “It isn't good to provoke her like this, right? 

Why don't you just lay down your cards on the table.” 

“I can't show my cards right now. If I do that now she will definitely hate me to death. Xiaoxiao, you 

promised to help me, right?” 

Ye Xun remembered Jing Xi's instructions well. He could not tell the truth no matter what. 

“Yes! I do truly want to help you, but if you guys really can't get back together in the end, why don't you 

consider me!?” Ning Luoxiao said jokingly. 

The two of them were actually in a mutually beneficial relationship. They had already reached an 

agreement to help each other. She would help him get back his girlfriend and he would help her get the 

man of her dreams. 

“Haha. Stop joking around, Xiaoxiao. I can't ever let her go in this lifetime.” 

“Okay, okay. I'm just teasing. Let's keep on acting!” 

After Huo Sanyan went upstairs, she went to open the master bedroom door first. She saw the bed was 

in a mess and her heart was extremely upset. It looked like the aftermath of doing the deed. 

It would become this messy every time she made love with Ye Xun! 

She hated it so much! 

The two of them had definitely finished rolling around in the sheets before she came! 

Huo Sanyan closed the door angrily then went over to the second bedroom. She saw the suitcase on the 

bed was a new one. The things were already neatly packed inside. 

She only needed to close it and would be able to take the entire thing away. 

Huo Sanyan thought about it. She didn't close it and take it away straight away, and instead, she took 

out half of the things and then secretly hid them in the corners of the room. 

She secretly felt pleased with herself after she hid the things. If she left things here, she would have 

excuses to come over to get them. Hah. She was simply too smart! 

Chapter 1832: A Thorn 

Huo Sanyan carried the half-filled case down the stairs and saw Ye Xun having lunch with Ning Luoxiao. 

Ning Luoxiao was feeding Ye Xun as Ye Xun enjoyed the food with a massive smile on his face. The scene 

was like a thorn to Huo Sanyan's eyes. 



Huo Sanyan was irritated by it but couldn't voice anything against it. She then changed the way she 

moved to drag the case down the stairs to make sounds so that she could attract their attention. 

Ye Xun and Ning Luoxiao turned to look at what was making the noise and noticed Huo Sanyan coming 

down. 

“Having lunch?” Huo Sanyan asked. 

“Yes. Do you want to have some?” Ning Luoxiao invited with a warm smile. “Ye Gongzi made quite a lot, 

it should be enough for three.” 

Ye Gongzi? Huo Sanyan's eyebrows twitched. 

That was Huo Sanyan's nickname for Ye Xun, and it was being used by Ning Luoxiao. 

But what could Huo Sanyan do? They'd already broken up. 

“I still have business to take care of back at the office,” Huo Sanyan said and left. 

Seeing Huo Sanyan leave, Ye Xun stood up, wanting to chase after her. He had a lot he wanted to talk to 

her about. 

But Ning Luoxiao stopped him in time and signaled him to not go. 

For his future happiness, Ye Xun could only hold back his urges. 

Huo Sanyan went to her car and opened her trunk. She threw her suitcase into the trunk and slammed 

the door shut. 

She told herself to not come back to Ye Manor ever again. Going back to someone who didn't even give 

a crap about her would just hurt her even more. 

With her mind set on leaving, Huo Sanyan drove out from the Ye Manor. As the manor disappeared in 

her rearview mirror, tears began to roll down her cheeks. 

It marked the end of her relationship with Ye Xun. 

With what happened that day, Huo Sanyan wanted to find comfort in her heart. There was only one 

place that could give her that. 

The palace. 

She thought she could find some peace through her nephews and nieces. 

Huo Sanyan bought gifts for all of the kids. 

She came to the palace and handed the gifts to one of the servants as the other guided her. 

She went to visit Jing Xi first. Jing Xi was taking care of Little Strawberry in the baby's room. The baby 

was crying as Jing Xi was trying to calm her down. 

“Oh, sis, you're here,” Jing Xi greeted. 

“What happened? Why is she crying?” Huo Sanyan asked. 



“Just the usual,” Jing Xi sighed. 

“Is the diaper wet? Or is she hungry?” 

“No, she wants milk.” 

 

 

“Then why not feed her?” 

Huo Sanyan knew that Jing Xi gave birth to her baby healthily this time and could provide the baby with 

breast milk. 

“We're planning to stop feeding her breast milk since she's already 8 months old. If we don't feed her 

other foods, she'll have a nutrient deficiency.” 

“But you can't just stop it suddenly, right? You have to take it slow.” 

“Well… you're right… I guess just this one time won't hurt.” 

1833: It Was Completely Unnecessary! 
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Jing Xi was also soft-hearted. Right now, she couldn't help but listen to Huo Sanyan's advice and 

breastfeed Little Strawberry again. 

The little fella finally stopped crying when she got her mother's milk. She ate very eagerly, quickly filled 

her tummy and then closed her eyes, sleeping like a good girl. 

Jing Xi patted the child's back and waited for a while before putting her into the crib. 

She took another look and saw that the tears on Little Strawberry's face hadn't dried yet! 

Huo Sanyan looked at the beautiful and tender look on the child's face and her heart also started to 

soften. She couldn't help but think that children were actually also quite cute! 

If she also gave birth to one herself, what would they look like? 

Sigh… perhaps she should've had a child with Ye Xun early on. At least, right now, he wouldn't have gone 

so easily to find another woman. 

Forget it. He had already found someone else. Who would want to have a child with him! 

While still feeling conflicting feelings, Huo Sanyan followed Jing Xi outside to look at the other children. 

The children were all in the garden. After they received Huo Sanyan's gifts, they all happily tried them 

on. 

The things Huo Sanyan bought for the children were props and costumes for a costume party. Right 

now, each of the children had already received the costumes and props they liked. 



Little Grape turned into Spiderman. Little Apple dressed up as a pirate captain. Little Cherry, on the 

other hand, turned into a pointy-eared forest elf. 

The three children played a game of treasure hunt in the palace's garden. 

While they were playing happily, they saw mom and auntie come. The children all greeted them 

cheerfully. 

“Mommy…” 

“Auntie!” 

Jing Xi asked, “What are you guys playing?” 

Little Grape said, “Mom, we are playing treasure hunt but we still lack a queen right now. Come and be 

our queen, okay?” 

“Okay!” The most important thing in Jing Xi's life right now was accompanying her children. Whenever 

the children invited her to play, she would take time out of her schedule to play with them. 

Little Apple counted the people and then said again, “But we are still lacking a witch.” 

Ying Bao looked at Sanyan and had an idea. “We can invite Auntie Sanyan to be the witch. Auntie 

Sanyan is very similar to a witch.” 

Huo Sanyan didn't know whether to laugh or cry. How was she similar to a witch? She was clearly a 

beautiful queen, okay? 

Not only did Huo Sanyan not reject it when she was pulled into the children's game, but she instead 

momentarily let go of the things bothering her and played with the children. 

On the other side, Huo Yunshen finished meeting with congress and returned to Triumph Palace. Ye Xun 

also followed him back. 

The Dragon Kingdom had not been peaceful lately. Huo Yunshen needed time to further discuss it with 

Ye Xun. 

They went straight to the king's study after they returned to the palace. 

At noon, Jing Xi asked the chef to prepare a sumptuous lunch. 

After the two women finished playing with the children, they came to the dining hall, washed their 

hands and prepared to eat. 

After they sat, Huo Sanyan asked, “Is Yunshen coming back for lunch today?” 

“He is. I already asked someone to go call him. He will be here soon.” 

The main seat was left empty. Jing Xi sat Ying Bao and Huo Sanyan beside her on each side and the two 

little princes were seated on the opposite side. 

Huo Sanyan realized there was also a set of cutlery across from her and asked, “Does the palace have 

another guest besides me today?” 



“It seems so. I heard Yunshen say he brought a friend back.” 

Just as Jing Xi's voice disappeared, someone came in from the outside. Huo Sanyan lifted her head and 

took a look. It was her little brother and Ye Xun who walked in. 

 

 

Huo Sanyan's first reaction when she saw Ye Xun was to frown. She asked quietly, “Jing Xi, what is the 

meaning of this?” 

She thought Jing Xi and Huo Yunshen wanted to push her to reconcile with Ye Xun by creating 

opportunities for them to meet. However, if that was the case, it was completely unnecessary! 

Chapter 1834: Going Crazy 

 

Huo Sanyan was not going to give that two-timing bastard a second chance. 

“I didn't know he was going to come too.” Jing Xi shrugged. 

“Then I'll leave now.” 

Huo Sanyan got up to leave, but Jing Xi stopped her. 

“Why do you need to leave? You two can still be friends, right? Don't tell me you don't dare to eat with 

him.” 

“But…” 

“No buts. Sit down and eat. If you leave, he'll think that you still care about him.” 

“Who says I still care about him!?” Huo Sanyan scolded as she sat back down while giving Ye Xun a cold 

stare. 

Jing Xi smiled, then went to greet Ye Xun. 

“Hey, I had no idea you were coming too. Come, have a seat.” 

“Thanks,” Ye Xun said and looked at Huo Sanyan. 

Huo Sanyan quickly averted her gaze before their eyes met. 

Ye Xun knew that she must've misunderstood him, but it still wasn't time to explain himself yet. He 

turned and greeted the kids. 

“Come here, you two little ones. Let your Uncle Treeleaf see if you guys have gotten heavier or not!” 

Ye Xun outstretched his arms, and the two little boys each hugged an arm. Ye Xun raised them up and 

turned a full 360° before letting them down. 

The two little princes liked Ye Xun a lot, especially when he did that. 



Ye Xun then rubbed Ying Bao's head and smiled. “Looks like you've gotten prettier in the last few days 

too.” 

After everyone had taken their seats, Jing Xi ordered the servants to serve their lunch. 

Ye Xun sat across from Huo Sanyan, but Huo Sanyan kept her head down the whole time. Ye Xun tried to 

start a conversation with her but Jing Xi's cough interrupted him. It was a reminder for him to not spoil 

the plan. 

They finished their lunch without talking to each other in the end. 

Huo Sanyan had to go back to the office for a meeting and left right after lunch. Ye Xun had to leave too, 

so they left together. 

They walked past the palace's garden to get to their cars. Huo Sanyan was walking in front of Ye Xun as 

Ye Xun kept his distance from her. Huo Sanyan slowed down her pace purposely so that Ye Xun could 

catch up with her. 

She finally got Ye Xun to walk next to her. Just as she thought Ye Xun would greet her, she realized Ye 

Xun had changed. 

Not only did Ye Xun not talk to her, but he even quickened his pace and walked past her. 

Huo Sanyan felt stuffed as she looked at the man's back. 

It was just a few days ago that Ye Xun had apologized to her using tomatoes in front of her office, and 

now, he had become a total stranger that she used to know so well. 

It hurt her. 

Ye Xun wasn't doing well either. He could feel his heart crumbling. If not for Jing Xi's constant reminder, 

he would've kneeled in front of her and asked her to come back. 

 

 

Both of them got into their own cars. 

Ye Xun stayed in his car for a while without starting his engine while Huo Sanyan left the palace's 

grounds right away. Ye Xun made sure that Huo Sanyan had before chasing after her car. 

Huo Sanyan spotted Ye Xun's car behind her by accident through the rearview mirror, and she panicked. 

What is he doing now? 

Chapter 1835: Stand Up For Her 

Why did he follow her when he already had Ning Luoxiao? 

Huo Sanyan focused on Ye Xun's car behind her the whole time and this caused her to forget to pay 

attention to the road in front of her. While on the road, a black figure suddenly dashed in front of her 

eyes. She subconsciously stepped on the brakes. 



However, she still hit the black figure with the front of her car. 

Huo Sanyan's head hit the steering wheel and she was completely shocked. She then saw a large 

number of people stopping to look. Someone said a person was hit. 

She realized she had caused an accident and a cold sweat broke out all over her body. She forced herself 

to calm down and got out of the car to check the situation. 

A man was lying on the ground. Fortunately, he was fine. He just kept hugging his thigh and screaming in 

pain. 

“I'm really sorry. Mister, are you okay? How is it?” Huo Sanyan asked. 

“Miss, you hit me so you need to take responsibility.” 

“I know. I can pay you compensation.” 

“Why don't you pay me some money and I will go to the hospital by myself. There's no need to report it 

to the police. We will just handle it privately.” He looked to be very amiable. 

Huo Sanyan also wished that to be the case. If the police were really called, she would have to have her 

statement taken down, her points would be deducted as a penalty, and she would have a mark on her 

record. It was very unfavorable for her. 

It was best that he was willing to deal with it privately. 

“How much do you want?” 

“Miss, take a look! I might've broken a few bones in my legs. It would need at least a few hundred 

thousand to heal it.” 

Huo Sanyan thought about how Xiao Miao's broken bones had cost her tens of thousands so she said, 

“Fine. If it is a hundred thousand, I will pay for it!” 

He didn't continue to haggle. “Okay.” 

Just as Huo Sanyan got ready to take out the checkbook from her purse, someone ran out of the crowd. 

Without explanation, he picked up the man and gave him a punch. 

Huo Sanyan screamed and lowered her head. She saw it was Ye Xun who came to beat the man. She 

quickly tried to stop him, “Ye Xun! What are you doing? Why are you hitting people again?” 

“Do you still dare to feign injury to extort people? Just see if I will beat you to death, you bastard!” 

Ye Xun ignored Huo Sanyan's dissuading. He punched the man's head a few more times as he spoke. The 

man was beaten until his shirt was covered in blood from his nose. He screamed, “Who are you? I will 

call the police to catch you for hitting me!” 

“Fine, go and report it! I already recorded the entire scene where you fake getting hit just now. I will 

hand it to the police once they come. Let's see if the police will help me or you. If you can't accept it, I 

will personally send you to the police station right away. We can find out if you have a criminal record 



immediately. According to the Dragon Kingdom's laws, faking an accident and extortion can land you 

five to seven years behind bars. I will let you choose if you want to live there for five or seven years.” 

After getting scared by Ye Xun, the man knew clearly that he couldn't keep this going. He anxiously got 

up and frantically tried to escape. 

Huo Sanyan saw that the man was actually fine. He got up by himself and ran away. It was only then that 

she realized she ran into a scammer. 

If Ye Xun hadn't appeared today, she might've really been scammed! 

Huo Sanyan felt apologetic in her heart because she misunderstood him just now. She turned around to 

look at Ye Xun and just as she was about to apologize, Ye Xun straightened his clothes and went back to 

his car. He drove away right after the car door closed. 

This man kept on not speaking to her and ignoring her. He acted as if they were completely unrelated. If 

that was the case, then why did he stand up for her just now? 

Right now, Huo Sanyan completely didn't understand what Ye Xun was trying to do. Did this man help 

her only because she was his ex-lover? 

After the trouble was resolved, Huo Sanyan drove to the company. The afternoon meeting started on 

time but she did something unprecedented and spaced out during the meeting. 

Chapter 1836: Disappointed 

 

If Lili had not reminded Huo Sanyan, she would've completely forgotten that she was in a meeting. 

“President Huo, what do you think of our plan?” the head of the sales department asked. “Please give us 

your insights on it.” 

“I think it's a great plan,” Huo Sanyan quickly said. “Go with it.” 

“Thank you!” 

Huo Sanyan went back to her office after the meeting and crashed on her couch. 

She tried to rest for a while, but as soon as she closed her eyes, all she could think about was Ye Xun and 

their time together. 

The more she tried to erase those memories, the clearer they became. 

It was then that Huo Sanyan realized that forgetting someone was harder than falling in love with 

someone. 

Huo Sanyan stayed on the couch until Lili knocked on the door half an hour later. 

“I'm sorry for disturbing you, but there's a present for you,” Lili said. 

It immediately woke Huo Sanyan up. The first person she thought of was Ye Xun. 

It made sense to her that it had to be Ye Xun. 



“Leave it there.” 

Lili left the present on her table and left. 

Huo Sanyan stopped in front of her table as her heart beat wildly. 

She took a deep breath and opened the present. 

It was a box of well-arranged flowers and a small teddy bear with a card in its paws. 

Huo Sanyan took the card and read it only to find disappointment in the sender. 

The present wasn't from Ye Xun but Bai Yanchuan. 

Ban Yanchuan was going to attend a party in a mountain villa and asked Huo Sanyan if she could be his 

date. 

The first thing that came to Huo Sanyan's mind was declining it. She wasn't in the mood for any parties. 

Before she could even put the card down, she got a call from Bai Yanchuan. 

“Can you make it?” Bai Yanchuan asked. 

“I'm sorry, but I'm kinda busy today.” Huo Sanyan quickly made an excuse. 

“I heard that you broke up with Mr. Ye recently. Why don't you come out for a change of scenery? Oh, I 

think I saw Mr. Ye on the RSVP too. He's bringing a girl with him.” 

The last sentence caught Huo Sanyan's weakness right away. 

Ye Xun was her weakness. 

The moment she heard that Ye Xun was attending the party with another girl, Huo Sanyan couldn't 

remain calm any longer. 

She had guessed that the plus one Ye Xun was bringing was Ning Luoxiao. Thinking about them having 

fun at the party together irritated her. 

 

 

“All right, I'll go!” Huo Sanyan said. 

After making her decision, Huo Sanyan went to a full-body spa so that she could appear in front of Ye 

Xun with her best self. 

Yet coincidentally, Ning Luoxiao was also at the spa resort Huo Sanyan visited. 

“Ms. Huo?” Ning Luoxiao greeted with a huge smile. “Are you a member here too?” 

Chapter 1837: Trying To Get Close 

“That's right. I am a diamond member.” 

Huo Sanyan intentionally emphasized that she was the highest level customer here. 



They both knew this spa center was the most upscale one in Mo City. It was limited to members only 

and there were only ten people who could become diamond level members in the entire city. She said 

this to create distance between her and Ning Luoxiao. 

However, she never would've thought Ning Luoxiao's eyes would light up and say, “That's great. I am 

also a diamond member.” 

Huo Sanyan only laughed when she heard her and didn't continue to speak. 

However, she already decided in her heart that she would cancel this diamond membership after her 

spa treatment today. There was no way she would have her treatment done at the same place as Ning 

Luoxiao. 

The treatment started and the two of them were arranged to lie down beside each other, leaving a two-

meter-wide aisle between them. 

Ning Luoxiao took the initiative to speak to her. “Did President Huo come here to treat her body 

because you are also going to join the party at the holiday villa tonight?” 

Ning Luoxiao didn't wait for an answer before saying, “Oh, I forgot. You already broke up with Ye Xun. 

He wouldn't be able to bring two women at the same time and can only bring me. What a pity. I heard 

the activities are quite interesting. I even wondered if I would see President Huo joining in the 

activities!” 

Huo Sanyan did a big eye roll in her heart. Humph, don't think that I can't go just because you guys are 

going. 

Just you wait! 

Even if I've broken up, I will still be the most radiant in the whole event! 

After that, it was basically Ning Luoxiao who took the initiative to chat. Huo Sanyan would sometimes 

reply half-heartedly. In any case, only a fool would not be able to sense the disinterest in her voice. She 

really didn't want to chat with her! 

After the spa treatment was finally done, Huo Sanyan changed her clothes and left. Ning Luoxiao also 

followed along. 

“President Huo, where are you planning on going right now?” 

She really wanted to ask Ning Luoxiao if she was just pretending to be dumb. As Ye Xun's current 

girlfriend, was it appropriate for her to keep on trying to get close to his ex-girlfriend? 

“I'm going back to the company.” 

Huo Sanyan replied without thinking. She didn't tell the truth. There was no way she was telling her that 

she was planning on going to the styling studio to get her makeup done. 

A brand new supercar was parked outside the spa treatment center. Ning Luoxiao saw the car and went 

straight towards it. Moreover, she turned around and asked Huo Sanyan, “President Huo, our car is 

here. Do you want to catch a ride?” 



Huo Sanyan lifted her head and also discovered the super cool sports car. Moreover, she saw Ye Xun 

sitting inside. The man acted as if he didn't see her even when he did. He went directly to Ning Luoxiao. 

“Xiaoxiao, are you finished? Get in the car and let's go.” 

Ye Xun opened the car door and invited Ning Luoxiao into the car. 

Ning Luoxiao said very kindly, “Ye Xun, I happened to run into President Huo. Why don't we invite her to 

sit in our car and give her a ride?” 

It was only now that Ye Xun glanced at Huo Sanyan. He said expressionlessly, “Don't meddle in other 

people's business. We are going to the holiday villa and it isn't on the way.” 

Ye Xun asked Ning Luoxiao to get in the car and he also got on. The car was driven away very quickly. 

Huo Sanyan was unbelievably angry as she looked at the sports car leave. If she didn't care about her 

image, she would've wanted to take off a high heel and throw it at them. 

What was he playing at!? 

He treated her so well while they were together. He swore so many oaths of eternal love about how he 

would only love her in his life. Even if other women stripped naked and gave themselves to him, he 

would reject them. 

What a load of dogshit! 

It was only now that Huo Sanyan believed all men really were pigs! 

They would say one thing and then do another. There were really too few men who were like her little 

brother Huo Yunshen! 

Huo Sanyan kept on reminding herself to let go of the anger, as being angry would make one get old 

easily. He was just a man. What was the big deal? She would just find another one. 

Chapter 1838: What She Wanted 

 

After calming herself down, Huo Sanyan drove to a saloon. 

But the moment she arrived, she saw Ye Xun's car outside the saloon too. Thinking of how unfortunate 

she could be, she decided not to go in. 

Huo Sanyan drove back to her company and asked the stylist that her company employed to help style 

her. 

“What style do you prefer?” the stylist asked. 

“Something that can even take the breath of the gods away,” Huo Sanyan said. 

Acknowledging what Huo Sanyan wanted, the stylist gave her a style that matched the successful 

businesswoman she was. 

Huo Sanyan stood in front of the mirror, appreciating the complete look. 



Bai Yanchuan arrived outside her company just minutes after she'd finish her styling. 

Huo Sanyan left the building and got into Bai Yanchuan's car. 

“Ms. Huo… Are you planning to participate in a pageant contest or something?' Bai Yanchuan asked. 

“Is there something wrong with it?” 

“No, of course not, but I'm afraid that you might catch the attention of every man at the party later,” Bai 

Yanchuan joked. 

“That will be the best! Let's go,” Huo Sanyan said. 

The truth was, Huo Sanyan wanted Ye Xun to feel that leaving her was a bad idea. 

“Since your Mr. Ye is dating someone else now, why don't we date too?” Bai Yanchuan asked on the way 

to the party. 

“Mr. Bai, I'm really grateful for what you've done for me for all these years, but we can only be friends. 

You know that our personalities would never match.” 

Huo Sanyan turned around to look at Bai Yanchuan and told him the truth. 

“Come on, I'm just joking. I know what you mean. Since we're friends, I can help you with a lot of things. 

Don't you want Mr. Ye to regret leaving and beg you to come back?” Bai Yanchuan laughed and asked. 

“Of course I do!” 

It was what Huo Sanyan wanted. She was waiting for Ye Xun to come and beg her to return. 

“Then, can I propose an idea?” Bai Yanchuan asked. “Since he found himself a new girlfriend, why don't 

you find one too? You can hire me as your fake boyfriend and see if you can provoke him or not.” 

“That's a great idea!” Huo Sanyan exclaimed with a wide smile. “I definitely owe you big time for this!” 

“No worries.” Bai Yanchuan smiled after seeing Huo Sanyan's grin. 

Bai Yanchuan was always thinking of mending the broken relationship between Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan. 

As a third party, Bai Yanchuan could tell that the former couple still had feelings for each other. 

Bai Yanchuan's car arrived at the resort not long after. 

 

 

The whole resort had been booked, and the parking lot was filled with expensive cars. 

A group of well-dressed men and women could be seen heading towards the lobby. 

Huo Sanyan had learned from Bai Yanchuan that the party was being held by his friend, and most of the 

attendees were people that thrived in either business or politics. 

Huo Sanyan's held Bai Yanchuan's arm as they walked towards the main venue. 

Chapter 1839: Too Attention-Grabbing 



Almost everyone came to look at them when they walked in. Perhaps it was because Huo Sanyan's style 

was too attention-grabbing. When all of the women there saw her, they couldn't help but gasp. 

In their eyes, Huo Sanyan's arrival looked to be as if a queen appeared; she was radiant and dazzling. 

When she came, all of the women there started to compare themselves to her. 

Quite a few started to inquire curiously and discuss it. 

“Who is that woman? She has such a strong aura!” 

“That style is so over-the-top. If I didn't know better, I would think the queen came!” 

“Did she really think of herself as the queen?” 

There were also people who recognized that she was Huo Sanyan. They exclaimed in shock, “She is the 

king's older sister! The queen of Kaidi. I saw her before in a TV interview!” 

“Ah! The king's older sister? Oh my god! No wonder she has such a strong aura!” 

“She is really so beautiful!” 

It wasn't only the women who thought she was beautiful. When all the men at the scene saw her, 

including the waiters who were carrying the wine, they were so shocked that they were dumbfounded. 

They were all stunned by Huo Sanyan's aura and beauty. 

Ye Xun included. 

Ye Xun knew how beautiful Huo Sanyan was. However, Huo Sanyan was so beautiful tonight that she 

touched his soul, so beautiful that he couldn't take his eyes off her. 

Ning Luoxiao looked at the man beside her and nudged his arm while smiling slightly. She teased him, 

“Are you feeling regret now that you see your woman's mesmerizing good looks? Don't you just want to 

drag her back home and hide her away?” 

Ye Xun took a sip of champagne and said, “Sigh… you are right! I don't want any other men to see her 

beauty.” 

He sighed after he finished speaking. He couldn't help but feel he was responsible for forcing Huo 

Sanyan into becoming like this. 

“Don't sigh! You have to keep it up! If you don't work hard, not only will you lose your wife, but I will 

also lose my dream guy.” 

Bai Yanchuan was wearing a white tuxedo and Ning Luoxiao put her attention on him, her eyes even 

starting to sparkle. In her eyes, Bai Yanchuan was the most handsome man in the world without equal. 

His white clothes made him look as though he was a fairy floating on the earth. 

He really was a heavenly man! 

Huo Sanyan looked steadily forward and walked in with Bai Yanchuan. Bai Yanchuan said to her quietly, 

“Do you see it? All of the men's gazes are on you, including that Mr. Ye.” 



“Is that so?” 

What Huo Sanyan wanted to say was, this is fabulous. This was the effect she wanted to achieve. 

After the two of them arrived, Bai Yanchuan's friends quickly came out to welcome them. They showed 

respect to Huo Sanyan and were extremely polite to her. 

The men who were stunned just now also started to regain their senses and the party was restored to its 

previous state. 

Bai Yanchuan brought Huo Sanyan over beside Ye Xun and Ning Luoxiao, probably doing so intentionally, 

and greeted them. 

“Mr. Ye! We meet again.” 

Bai Yanchuan smiled like a pale cloud and light wind. He looked at the woman beside him and asked, “Is 

this your new girlfriend?” 

Ye Xun didn't say anything but Ning Luoxiao's heart was so excited that it was going to jump out from 

her chest. However, she still remained calm on the outside and took the initiative to stretch out her 

hand. “Good to see you, President Bai! I am Ning Luoxiao. I did a special report on you in Estan before!” 

Bai Yanchuan might have face blindness and there weren't many women who he could remember. Ning 

Luoxiao only interviewed him during the special report so he had already totally forgotten about her. 

If she hadn't brought it up, he definitely wouldn't have even had the slightest idea who she was. 

“Oh, it turns out it is Miss Ning. Good to see you.” 

The two of them shook hands. Ning Luoxiao finally grasped her dream man's hand. She was so happy 

that even her heart started jumping. Oh yes! 

After Bai Yanchuan and Ning Luoxiao shook hands, he continued to introduce. “Let me also introduce 

you guys to my girlfriend, Huo Sanyan. The two of you should know each other, right?” 

Chapter 1840: Questioning Him 

 

To further prove their relationship, Bai Yanchuan rested his arms on Huo Sanyan's shoulder. 

Huo Sanyan kept her smile and even had a few moments of eye contact with Bai Yanchuan. It wasn't to 

fool people and trick them into thinking they were actually dating. 

Ye Xun couldn't remain calm after hearing that. 

His eyes were wide open as he wondered what was happening. 

He kept staring at Bai Yanchuan as if he was questioning him. 

Yet, Bai Yanchuan wasn't intimidated by Ye Xun's angry stare and just kept on smiling at him. 

Even though Bai Yanchuan knew what he did wasn't the best thing in the world, it was fun to see Ye Xun 

being irritated. 



Huo Sanyan tried her best to be natural about the whole dating thing, but deep down, she was still 

jealous of Ning Luoxiao. 

Yet, she didn't even flinch when Bai Yanchuan introduced her as his girlfriend and just stared at Ye Xun 

with disdain. 

Ye Xun gripped his fist tightly and said, “Mr. Bai, can I have a private conversation with Ms. Huo?” 

Hearing Ye Xun calling her Ms. Huo, Huo Sanyan's expression darkened. It was his first time addressing 

her as such. 

Ning Luoxiao was already staring at Ye Xun in awe, wondering why he was trying to risk the plan. 

“Yanyan is my girlfriend, why do you need a private conversation with her? Is there something that we 

shouldn't know?” Bai Yanchuan asked, knowing full well what was going to happen. 

Indeed, there was something that not everyone could know. Ye Xun just had to talk to Huo Sanyan to 

ease his suffocating. 

He'd completely forgotten about Jing Xi's warning and grabbed Huo Sanyan's hand. 

He pulled her out of the venue without her consent. 

“Come with me!” 

“Hey! Let me go!” 

Huo Sanyan was completely surprised by Ye Xun's action. She'd never expected Ye Xun to drag her away. 

The man was too strong for Huo Sanyan to stop him. She could only grab a corner of her dress and 

follow him out of the hall. 

Bai Yanchuan and Ning Luoxiao were left alone as they stared at Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan as they left. 

“Mr. Bai, are we being abandoned?” Ning Luoxiao asked with a smile. 

“We are,” Bai Yanchuan laughed. “Why don't we have a drink together?” 

“Of course!” 

They each then grabbed themselves a glass of champagne and toasted. 

Ning Luoxiao was pretending to act normal as she sneaked a few looks at Bai Yanchuan. Her heart was 

thumping really fast as she was excited that she could talk to her prince charming. 

Ye Xun dragged Huo Sanyan out of the hotel and then let her go. 

“Ye Xun! What do you think you're doing?” Huo Sanyan scolded. 

 

 

“…” Ye Xun stared at Huo Sanyan and asked. “Are you really dating Bai Yanchuan?” 

“That's my privacy! Why do you have to know?” Huo Sanyan snorted as she hugged her arms. 



Huo Sanyan did not give Ye Xun a definitive answer. It caused Ye Xun to think that Huo Sanyan really 

started dating Bai Yanchuan because she was still angry with him. 

“Bai Yanchuan is not as simple as you think he is. Take my advice and leave him,” Ye Xun said after 

thinking for a while. 

 


